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MOVING 
MOUNTAINS 
TOGETHER
At the beginning of our company, there was an idea: how to improve daily 
hard work. With the development of the first snow groomer in 1962, Ernst 
Prinoth created an ingenious solution for the arduous work on the slopes 
that revolutionized the winter sports industry. Since then, PRINOTH has been 
at the forefront of technological progress. Our machines stand for efficiency 
and sustainability, our AFTER SALES service is well positioned for the best 
possible accessibility and thanks to our state-of-the-art digital applications, 

our customers achieve maximum performance. We never lose sight of our basic 
idea: how can we make the daily work of our customers even more efficient? 

Our company relies on partnerships with recognized specialists to offer our 
customers the highest level of quality and reliability. Our park coopera-
tions provide us with the expertise to continuously develop and improve 
our vehicles. Our training programs are tailored to the requirements of our 
customers. Together with our clients and partners, we realize major events, 
develop innovative solutions and perform logistical masterpieces every 
day. We explore new ways, question and improve what already exists and 
facilitate work processes. 

Together we create success stories!

I hope you enjoy reading this issue of the PRINOTH World!

Werner Amort
President PRINOTH AG

EDITORIAL

SUCCESS STORIES
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The South Tyrol Arena was built at the end of the sixties. In 2018, it was extensively reno-
vated and made fit for the 150,000 spectators expected to attend the World Championships. 
A great deal of hard work for OC President Lorenz Leitgeb and his team; but “when it comes 
to cross-country skiing and biathlon, Antholz is the top address”, says Lorenz. “Whoever comes 
here expects top quality in every respect.” Above all, of course, first-class cross-country ski 
runs! For this purpose Antholz uses the PRINOTH HUSKY and BISON vehicles. 

It is not only outstanding technology that makes Antholz the top international name in 
biathlon. “I have the best snow groomer operators in the world here,” says Lorenz proudly. 
“For decades, they have been preparing the cross-country ski runs and driving the course from 
the runner’s point of view. This means that our operators have exactly the right feeling for 
their vehicle, the track, the speed, etc., so that in the end they deliver the perfect track for 
the athletes”. And the operators in Antholz swear by PRINOTH: “reliable and robust ma-
chines with a simple operating concept, but still manoeuvrable”. The PRINOTH AFTER SALES 
deserves special praise in Antholz. “They have never let us down and are always there for 
us,” says Lorenz.

NEXT YEAR IT’S FINALLY HAPPENING: 
THE BIATHLON WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS ARE COMING TO ANTHOLZ!

The South Tyrolean town is known to connoisseurs as the Mecca of biathlon, and tens of 
thousands of fans flock to the Puster Valley every year to cheer on their athletes. In addition 
to other major events, the Antholz Organizing Committee already hosted the Biathlon World 
Championships in 1975, 1976, 1983, 1995 and 2007. Since its opening in 1971, the Biathlon 
Stadium has hosted Biathlon World Cup almost every year.

COOPERATION

PRINOTH IS THE OFFICIAL SUPPLIER 
OF THE BIATHLON WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN ANTHOLZ 2020

LORENZ LEITGEB – OC PRESIDENT
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Innovation, digitization and cool design... The Oberstdorf-Kleinwalsertal Bergbahnen mod-
ernized in 2019 to offer their customers an incomparable mountain experience in both 
summer and winter. “Söllis Kugelrennen”, the longest XXL wooden ball track in the world, 
has already been running for three years at Söllereck, the year-round family destination. 

In addition, the famous and popular four-season toboggan run “Allgäu-Coaster” offers its 
guests the chance to experience unimagined worlds with brand new Virtual Reality glasses. 
The young visitors, on the other hand, are delighted about the new adventure playground 
“Söllis Kugelexpress” at Berghaus Schönblick.
 
“With the Kugelexpress, we have created a new adventure playground. It integrates the wooden 
ball track stations and picks up our next “Sölli Express” as a playground: a PRINOTH HUSKY X 
with a passenger transport cabin that serves the hotels and ski schools at the Söllereck and will 
soon replace the old passenger transport vehicle,” says Henrik Volpert, Oberstdorfer Bergbahn 
AG (Söllereckbahn). The HUSKY with its passenger transport cabin has obviously made a 
huge impression. In addition to the efficiency and practicality of the vehicle, the elegant 
Pininfarina design was also convincing. “And the PRINOTH Atomic Blue is a perfect match for 
our corporate identity,” says Henrik. 

The wooden HUSKY is not alone in the 
Oberstdorf ski resort: its steel brother 
LEITWOLF takes care of perfect pistes 
and for the 2019/20 winter season, the 
pack will keep growing...

PRINOTH IN GERMANY…

PININFARINA DESIGN 
APPEALS ALSO 
IN WOOD

COOPERATION
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Ski cross on the glacier at 3,500 m is probably one of the hardest places to put a machine 
through its paces. The conditions of ice and snow, at temperatures ranging from plus 20 
degrees to minus 20 degrees Celsius over a three-month period demands a full spectrum of 
performance. Ralph Pfäffli (Swiss ski cross Head Coach) and his team are not afraid to build 
the finest ski cross in the Alps. Their tool: the PRINOTH BISON X.

“For us, with this great option of using a PRINOTH machine, the possibility of 
training in Saas Fee in autumn depends on this, because otherwise there would be 
no ski cross,” says Ralph. “Since we started working with PRINOTH, the quality of 
our training has increased massively - the BISON X has grown close to our hearts 
and became part of our team.”

Much heart, sweat and soul are included in this autumn training. Very important 
and also the heart of success is the help of partners like PRINOTH Switzerland, 
says Pfäffli. 

“Of course I hope that our cooperation will continue after the agreed 4 years, 
because we are really glad and happy to be a small part of the PRINOTH team”.

BISON X

SKI CROSS SAAS FEE

A BISON X FOR 
ALL OCCASIONS
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RALPH PFÄFFLI, HEAD COACH SWISS SKI CROSS 

«»
SINCE WE STARTED WORKING 

WITH PRINOTH, THE 
QUALITY OF OUR TRAINING HAS 

INCREASED MASSIVELY



The Snow Centre Hemel Hempstead is London’s closest real snow indoor skiing, snowboarding 
and sledging destination. Home to a 160m Main Slope and the largest Lesson Slope in the 
UK. At The Snow Centre, the team delivers memorable on-snow experiences to adults and 
children all year round—making tip-top slope grooming and preparation key to ensuring 
every skier, snowboarder or ringo rider the best on-snow session possible. 
 
The Snow Centre’s Facilities Manager, David Wilkinson has over 10 years-experience of making 
and maintaining snow at UK indoor slopes, experience he used to select the PRINOTH HUSKY 
as the ideal slope grooming and preparation machine for The Snow Centre. 

 
“The PRINOTH HUSKY’s smaller wheel base and wider tracks allow for better distribution of 
weight. While the HUSKY’s use of sticks to steer, rather than a wheel, is helpful when manoeu-
vring the machine around the slope”, David says. “I like everything about the PRINOTH HUSKY, 
but the main things that drew me to this machine are: the tier five engine which makes it very 
clean and is crucial when indoors, and the increased visibility the machine offers.”
 
PRINOTH AFTER SALES also impressed David: “I cannot fault PRINOTH’s level of customer care 
and the expert training program they provided. And while I am certain there are other machines 
that could also deliver excellent grooming standards, at this point in time, the PRINOTH HUSKY 
most suits The Snow Centre’s requirements.”

Thanks to The Snow Centre’s brand new PRINOTH HUSKY, the team is spending less time 
grooming the slope. Now able to complete the slope maintenance far more efficiently due 
to the HUSKY’s larger blade, increased HP and a tiller that gives the slope a good finish, the 
PRINOTH HUSKY really is fulfilling all The Snow Centre’s grooming needs.

THE HUSKY STAGE V 
TO ENSURE A CLEAN ATMOSPHERE

HUSKY
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COMPATIBLE

SNOW HOW
EVERYTHING AT A GLANCE
FLEET MANAGEMENT
Monitor all your vehicles’ activities

SNOW MEASUREMENT
Snow management from PRINOTH & Leica Geosystems

TASK MANAGER, MAINTENANCE OVERVIEW & REPORTING 
Maximum efficiency and sustainability: planning and evaluation of all processes

SNOW DEPTH MEASUREMENT 
Snow Measurement System 
for optimal use of the valuable 
resource: snow. 

FLEET MANAGEMENT
Maximum sustainability by
optimal use of vehicles.

NOW AS WEB-APPLICATION
Flexible and intuitive handling

on all mobile devices.



A technical innovation from the South Tyrolean snow groomer manufacturer PRINOTH 
has the potential to revolutionize slope preparation: an autonomous blade that follows 
the terrain contours independently. 

DIGITIZATION ON THE SLOPES
The PRINOTH SNOW HOW already helps ski resorts all over the world to achieve savings 
of up to 20% and is a source of great enthusiasm among ski slope managers, operators and 
resort managers. The most precise snow depth measurement to up to 2cm accuracy, plus 
an overview of the entire vehicle fleet data in an easy-to-understand and easy-to-use 
program - one click and the user has the view of the snow cannons with their data and 
snowmaking performance in front of him. Difficult preparation work, such as the construction 
of snow parks for the freestyle scene, is simplified many times over. The 3D model of the 
halfpipes, jumps, etc. is simply imported into the system and the operator can follow 
the profile of the terrain in real time on a monitor in the vehicle.

WITH THE AUTONOMOUS BLADE, PREPARATION IS ALMOST DONE BY ITSELF
Digitization on the slope does not stop with SNOW HOW: PRINOTH has come up with a new 
technology to make the work of snow groomer drivers even easier! The latest highlight: an 
autonomous blade!
Leica Geosystems’ precise terrain surveying, which is already used for snow measurement, 
provides the basis. The driver can program the desired snow depth and terrain profile in 
advance and switch on the automatic blade guidance via the keypad. The program then 
shows the relief of the terrain and the snow depth in real time and the blade automati-
cally follows the relief line. All the operator has to do is steer. The result is razor-sharp 
precision - and optimum handling of the snow. 
The autonomous blade is currently being tested by 24 ski resorts - and the first reactions are 
euphoric! The project is still in the test phase because, as always, PRINOTH is working on 
the product to absolute perfection. 

In addition to the worldwide unique parallel displacement of the PRINOTH tiller, the tech-
nically unsurpassed AUTOMATIC drum winch and the practical sliding seat technology, 
PRINOTH sets a new milestone in innovation and technology and confirms its position as 
the unrivalled technology leader in the industry. 

INNOVATION

TECHNICAL REVOLUTION 
FROM PRINOTH: 

AUTONOMOUS BLADE 
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TRACKS FROM 
PRINOTH

MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND TECHNOLOGICALLY 
ADVANCED RANGE IN THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY

STEEL TRACK: High-strength steel crosslinks for the toughest operating conditions
ALUMINUM TRACK: Lightness paired with perfect climbing and turning characteristics

GAMSKETTE: The all-rounder in every snow condition
YEAR-ROUND TRACK: Ground-conserving track for usage of the 

snow groomer any time of the year
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These are tough arguments for absolute performance. But “good” alone is not enough for a 
genuine PRINOTH product. For this reason, work on winch technology is continuing unabat-
ed. Thus the whole winch package is also available with synthetic rope! Up to 600 kg less 
weight with the same tensile force and breaking load. Of course, everything is subjected 
to intensive tests and controls. Also the synthetic rope, which was developed especially 
for PRINOTH together with the company Teufelberger and has now been further improved.

The synthetic rope has already been used by PRINOTH customers for several seasons and 
the feedback has been consistently positive. The following aspects, among others, are 
well received: 

4.5T PULLING 
FORCE WITH EASE
THE SYNTHETIC ALTERNATIVE 
TO STEEL WINCH CABLE

+ Lower maintenance costs 
+ Changing and transporting the cable is literally easier 
+ Low weight
+ No contamination of machine and snow by cable grease or abrasion

AUTOMATIC WINCH

THE AUTOMATIC WINCH BY PRINOTH IS THE BEST ON THE MARKET:

+ Drum winch and thus less wear of cable
+ Perfect power-to-weight ratio
+ Best tractive force: 4.5 t with a cable length of 1,200m
+ Automatic winch pull control

Andreas Jäger, head of the Flachau maintenance 
facility: “We have been using the synthetic Teufel-
berger cable in the Snow Space Salzburg for some 
time now and have had good experiences with the 
tractive force and service life. In combination with 
our PRINOTH winch vehicle, the synthetic cable does 
a really good job.”



GO Lego!
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Is there a special event that was decisive for your PRINOTH passion? 
My first remote-controlled machine, a H 400 D turbo, was “commissioned” by the LEITNER 
importer in 1983 in Martigny (a winter sports fair): it was presented in the magazine “Motor 
im Schnee”. Realizing the PRINOTH food truck in Lego was the perfect opportunity for an en-
tertaining diorama.

How does a Lego project application go: how do you proceed with the project implemen-
tation, how do you get all the right parts?
For the models that exist in real life, I start with two construction drawings on the scale of the 
Lego model: top and side view. For models that I invent, I start with nothing but the idea in my 
head. Since I have been working with Lego for quite some time, I know all the Lego components 
and how to use them optimally.

Why did you choose PRINOTH? Which characteristics of PRINOTH vehicles fascinate you?
The LEITNER models already had the best design of all snow groomer models in the 80s. As a 
designer with many years of experience in the automotive sector, I am constantly on the lookout 
for innovations and brands with a strong personality: PRINOTH is definitely one of them. It has 
been crossing borders in the areas of technology, design and brand/marketing for quite some 
time. I still have a whole series of ideas that I would like to realize in the near future... 

So we can be curious...

If there’s one name that stands for the union of creativity and engineering, it’s Lego. And 
if there’s one man who’s bursting with creative and sophisticated Lego ideas, it’s Alexandre 
Rossier. His fascination for snow groomers gave him the idea to build such a machine on a 
smaller scale.

Is there a special connection to Lego and/or PRINOTH?
I have been working with Lego for 44 years: spaceships, cars, buildings, science fiction vehicles, 
locomotives and much more. Lego bricks are more than just toys: they encourage creativity, 
imagination and engineering. I started building the Moon Landing Lego set in 1975 and never 
stopped.

Do you have a special relation to snow groomers yourself: do you drive e.g. PRINOTH 
vehicles yourself? 
My uncle René Kalbermatter worked for PRINOTH Switzerland for four decades, and as a child, I 
had the opportunity to see the machines in some of our beautiful Swiss ski resorts.

INTERVIEW
Here, you can get a small 
impression of Alexandre‘s creative 
engineering performance:



SUPPORT ALEXANDRE! 

VOTE FOR LEITWOLF 
LEGO SET!
Lego Ideas is the official portal for fans of the little color-
ful bricks, where they present the most daring, imaginative, 
creative ideas. Then it’s all about collecting votes. With 
10,000 votes it gets serious: Lego decides on the realization 
of the project. We have around 5,000 votes - so let’s go! 
Vote on https://ideas.lego.com for “Snow-groomer 
PRINOTH LEITWOLF”!



PERFECTION ON EVERY SLOPE BEGINS WITH 
PRINOTH OPERATOR TRAININGS 

REQUESTS AND INFO AT:
Europe, Asia: training.EU@prinoth.com | Tel: +39 0472 722 675 

North America: training.NA@prinoth.com | Tel: +1 450 776 3633
Or contact your PRINOTH sales partner directly

PRINOTH 
TRAINING



ALBERT ROTA RIU, OPERATOR IN THE VALLTER SKI AREA

They are the heroes of the slopes, masters of snow and tamers of the horsepower cats 
- snow groomer operators. But how do you become a snow groomer operator? And what 
does such a working day look like? Two of our pilots share their passion...

Albert Rota Riu is 22 years young and works as an operator in the Vallter ski area in the 
Pyrenees. He grew up in the skiing area, his mother is a ski instructor and his uncle was 
already a snow cat operator. PRINOTH also played a small part in Albert’s career development... 

What do you enjoy most at work?
“Actually everything, but what I like the most is the peace and quiet that I have when working 
my shift outside in nature. The sunrises and sunsets in all the great colours are amazing!”

What do you like about snow groomers?
“PRINOTH machines just look nice and what I like most is the uniform joystick, so I don’t have 
to relearn when I change the machine. In summary, I can say that this is my passion, my hobby 
and my life. So much, that when I was on a skiing holiday with my parents, I always first looked 
for the snow groomer garage. I still do today.”

And what does PRINOTH mean to you?
“I contacted PRINOTH via social media and email and was impressed with how accessible and 
friendly the team is. With all my questions, I felt really well taken care of and looked after. It 
was the same during my summer training at the Stelvio - I can recommend that to everyone.” 

PART 1 – PYRENEES:

THE COOLEST JOB 
IN THE WORLD
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TRAINING



MAKSIM LAVRENOV, OPERATOR AT ROSA KHUTOR SKI RESORT

Russia applies high standards on a work in the ski resort. Not only should the individual 
areas interlock like clockwork, but the relationship to customers and colleagues should 
also be a perfect one.

Maksim Lavrenov works in Russia’s biggest Ski Resort Rosa Khutor. He is already an expert 
in his profession and took part at he 2018 PRINOTH CUP. In Rosa Khutor PRINOTH machines 
are very popular.

How did you get into snow grooming, Maksim?
“I started as a professional skier and then as an instructor in Rosa. When the facilities for the 
Olympic Games were built here, the interest grabbed me and I made myself smart about snow-
making etc. After the season, I went to New Zealand - to learn how to build parks. Now I’m here.”

What is the significance of the vehicle in snowpark construction?
“Snowpark builders should relate to extreme sports in order to understand the peculiarity of this 
work - surfing is also sufficient. It’s easy to tell when professionals are at work. The ideal vehicle 
for me is the BISON X - it was specially developed for the construction of snow and fun parks. 
It’s easy to steer, easy to operate and easy to maintain.”

What does it take to be a snowpark designer?
“Experience counts - it’s a creative process. In my case: 26 years of skiing, 2 seasons of training 
in New Zealand and the great desire to make people happy.”

PART 2 – ROSA KHUTOR:

THE COOLEST JOB 
IN THE WORLD

TRAINING
THE GRANDEUR OF A PROFESSION IS...

ABOVE ALL, UNITING MEN: THERE 
IS ONLY ONE TRUE LUXURY, 

THAT OF HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS.
ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPÉRY

» «
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A PRINOTH is more than a vehicle – it’s a passion! PRINOTH machines evoke emotions 
and it is time to share some with you. Here is the story of PRINOTH operator Richard 
Tadje, who works at Snowbird, USA.

“I work at Snowbird located near Salt Lake City, Utah. It is known as a world-class resort 
with the greatest snow on earth, as the saying goes. The steep terrain requires the quality 

of machines provided by PRINOTH, snow groomers that can keep up with the heavy use that 
comes with grooming precipitous areas. 

Snowbird is special to me, because all four of my brothers have worked here at one point over 
the years. Three of us know how to operate snow cats and my brother Jonathan is the one who 
helped me get a job at Snowbird.

My most memorable event at Snowbird happened on December 10, 2011. I got special permission 
to take my (then) girlfriend, Kamilla, to Hidden Peak that evening. She had never ridden in a 
cat and didn’t know what was coming. When we got to the top of the hill, we enjoyed the view 
that only comes from Hidden Peak, which includes Salt Lake Valley and Heber Valley. I asked her 
to marry me, and she said yes! We got married on March 3, 2012.

Every season Kamilla rides around in the passenger seat as I take care of the park. Our son Dakota 
has sat with her, and now our daughter Cedar is old enough for her first ride this season too!”
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OPERATOR

GROOM IN 
A GROOMER

RICHARD TADJE WITH WIFE KAMILLA – PRINOTH-OPERATOR FROM SNOWBIRD



AFTER SALES
NETWORK

INSPECTIONS BY PROFESSIONALS

We guarantee competent support and technical 
assistance for maintenance, repairs and retrofits. 

Our availability of original spare parts guarantees a 
smooth process and best quality.



The PRINOTH AFTER SALES team at the POMA subsidiary in Beijing has its hands 
full, too: the LEITWOLF will be competing for the first time at the 2022 Olympic 
Games in Beijing. To ensure that everything is in place on the technical side, the 
service technicians at the Chinese branch received intensive training for the 
LEITWOLF. PRINOTH AFTER SALES colleagues from Sterzing travelled specially to 
introduce the Chinese colleagues and their Service Manager Jia Xiaogang, named 
Jacky, to all the refinements of the vehicle: 530 hp have to be tamed, as well 
as the patented parallel offset of the tiller - unique in the world - and the 
AUTOMATIC winch. 

With a perfectly prepared service team, nothing stands in the way of a successful 
Olympic Games (at least in terms of slope quality). After the World Champi-
onships in Åre and Seefeld, Beijing will now also be able to enjoy the best 
slope finish in the world. 

THE PRINOTH AFTER SALES TEAM IN THE POMA BEIJING 
SUBSIDIARY IS ALREADY AT THE STARTING BLOCKS... 

Beijing has been awarded the contract to host the 2022 Winter Olympics. The 
preparations are already in full swing in order to be able to offer the athletes and 
visitors a unique winter sports spectacle. 

OFFICIAL OUTFITTER FOR THE 

2022 BEIJING 
WINTER OLYMPICS

AFTER SALES
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PRINOTH only relies on first-class quality for its components - and on reliable 
partners. MTU is one of them.

MTU is known for its top-class propulsion systems. So it is only logical that most 
PRINOTH vehicles are also driven by the power of an MTU engine. Maintenance 

and repairs on the horsepower-strong engine have so far been carried out by 
MTU Service. The PRINOTH AFTER SALES team performed all other work with 
the all-round service that customers have always been accustomed to. But now 
PRINOTH customers can be more pleased, because the AFTER SALES team has 
further honed its competence and from now on, all maintenance and warranty 
work can be done by experienced PRINOTH technicians. 

AFTER SALES

INTENSIFIED 
COLLABORATION: 
MTU AND PRINOTH
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FOR PRINOTH CUSTOMERS, THIS MEANS 
STREAMLINING AND SIMPLIFYING THE 

ENTIRE MAINTENANCE PROCESS. BECAUSE 
THE ENTIRE VEHICLE CAN NOW BE SERVICED 

FROM A SINGLE SOURCE AND REVISIONS 
ARE CARRIED OUT USUAL, FIRST CLASS 

AND EVER FASTER.



DIGITIZATION OF 
THE TELFS SPARE 
PARTS WAREHOUSE 
 
PRINOTH AFTER SALES is synonymous with competence and customer proximity 
and always at the cutting edge - also in warehouse management. Comprehen-
sive investments in the digitization of the spare parts warehouse ensure lean, 
straightforward processes and outstanding speed, which PRINOTH customers 
are accustomed to.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE INNOVATIONS MADE SO FAR:
Thanks to state-of-the-art warehouse management software, the individual 
departments and instances are perfectly networked: better overview of pro-
cesses and materials, faster processing of customer orders. A new automated 
warehouse is digitally integrated into the process flow and accelerates the pro-
cessing of all enquiries many times over. 

THE ENVIRONMENT HAS ALSO BEEN TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION: 
SCANNER AND BARCODE INSTEAD OF RED TAPE
In addition to the storage locations, the spare parts were also provided with 
barcode stickers. Using a hand scanner, the spare parts to be picked are iden-
tified and booked. All activities and information are automatically bundled, 
controlled and evaluated, without any paperwork.

The bottom line: more orders and a better overview, faster processes and even 
shorter order throughput times. PRINOTH AFTER SALES proves once again its 
qualities: fastest service, maximum efficiency and customer satisfaction.

AFTER SALES

TWO NEW SO-CALLED KARDEX SHUTTLE ENABLE COLLEAGUES TO 
PROCESS UP TO 10 ORDERS SIMULTANEOUSLY
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TO INFINITY… AND BEYOND! A NEW PARK PARTNER FOR PRINOTH IN 
JAPAN – AND THEIR NAME INFINITY DREAMERS IS A STATEMENT!

They already have their own ski area - and now they have the right equipment to realize the 
most impossible, imaginative snow parks and to ensure unlimited skiing fun. 

The Infinity Dreamers from Japan are park designers. They are in charge of the ski resort 
Minenohara Kougen near Nagano and have great plans. Breathtaking parks will attract skiers 
and boarders from near and far to the ski area. For the perfect shape, you need the perfect 
park-machine: that’s the BISON X. The best snow measurement software on the market for 
absolute precision: from Leica Geosystems, the geodetic expert, specially developed for 
PRINOTH. In Japan, the world-famous Leica top quality runs under the name “Geosurf”. 

The Infinity Dreamers have been using the PRINOTH BISON X with 3D snow measurement 
software since March 2019 and were able to test the vehicle with all its park features. The 
park builders were so enthusiastic about their new equipment that in June they invited 
Geosurf and the JFE Engineering Group to a demo at their ski resort. 

The next ski season can come!

X-COMMUNITY
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ON TOUR WITH 
ROLAND WINKLER
 SNOW GROOMER OPERATOR  
 AND REGIONAL MANAGER 
 OF THE SHAPE ACADEMY

ROLAND WINKLER, REGIONAL MANAGER OF THE SHAPE ACADEMY
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In his role as Regional Manager, Roland 
is also responsible for the takeover of 
PRINOTH rental machines. 

In this video, you 
can follow him on a 
nocturnal assignment 
in Sölden:

Darkness. Arctic cold. Loneliness. Sounds like a plot for a horror movie? No! This is the 
daily life of our snow groomer operators. 

Roland Winkler, chief machine operator at the Shape Academy, has been setting up his win-
ter office between blade and tiller for over 10 years now, and conversations about his work-
place continue to light up his eyes. “If you drive through the night in the storm and it clears 
up in the morning hours and a beautiful winter landscape spreads out, this is really a unique 
moment. Sometimes I simply pause for a moment and am grateful that I can experience it.”

Roland started his career in the snow groomer on the Schladminger Planai, where he was the 
youngest machine operator to be entrusted with the Superpark Planai. He soon joined Young 
Mountain, the company that developed QParks and the Shape Academy. 

“In the beginning, we talk as team,” says Roland. “When the colleagues start off and I sit down 
in the machine, everything suddenly relaxes. I put a good playlist in the sound system of the 
BISON X and enjoy the flair in the machine,” enthuses the passionate PRINOTH pilot. But he 
also admits: “You have to be the type for it and like to sit alone in the machine for hours at a 
time at night.” 

As a declared machine freak, he was impressed by the PRINOTH models, above all the BISON X. 
The cooperation is of mutual advantage, as PRINOTH also benefits from the Shape Academy’s 
accumulated know-how. “We are always up to date and are the first to see where the path in 
the machine sector is going, which is also great for the further training of our machine operators. 
At Stilfser Joch, PRINOTH test their machines and we can now check the skills of new riders there. 
That’s really exciting, especially if you can bring in your own experience.”

When the days are getting longer again and the season has ended successfully, Roland takes 
care of the planning for the next year, possible new appointments and employee tests. Until 
the hero of the night returns to his natural habitat: the dark slopes of the frozen Alps, 
armed with a BISON X by PRINOTH.

X-COMMUNITY
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PRINOTH X CAMP @ Stelvio Glacier 

2nd Round: 23. September 2019 - 20. October 2019
xcamp@prinoth.com | www.prinoth.com/Xcamp

GET IN TOUCH

PRINOTH 
X CAMP 2019
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GOURMET TRUCK

Are you also looking for the “SPECIAL SOMETHING” for your 
event or for your ski resort? Whether for rent or purchase, the 
PRINOTH Gourmet Truck offers everything your heart desires.

Contact us: 
gourmet.truck@prinoth.com | t +39 0472 72 26 22

GOING WILD FOR TACOS? 
COME MEET THE BEAST!
A PRINOTH GOURMET TRUCK 
IN COLORADO 

Colorado’s Steamboat ski resort is known for its huge range of fine slopes in the midst of 
beautiful nature. Steamboat’s vast trail system is only unfortunate when you get hungry 
after so much skiing fun while being far away from all mountain restaurants. But suddenly 
a BEAST appears out of nowhere. And it has tacos! 

Dan Luchs and Sean Hengstler are the keepers of the Taco BEAST and delight passing skiers 
and snowboarders with the finest tacos in the area. At around five o’clock in the morning, 
Dan Luchs starts the vehicle and directs it in the sunrise over the deserted slopes. Guests 
are informed about 24hrs ahead of time of the Taco Beast’s location, initially defined by Dan 
and his chef Sean. 

With their BEAST, the two have already achieved a considerable number of fans and local 
fame. BEAST hunters will find the location of the mobile kitchen on the BEAST’s Twitter 
account and in the daily “Snow Report” of the ski resort. In any case, the two of them 
cannot complain about a lack of customers. “We’re always sold out,” Dan rejoices. Even 
Sean, who used to work in fancy restaurants – he opened quite a number of restaurants in 
town - prefers his new mobile kitchen to any chic place. “The focus for me is of course the 
quality of the cuisine, but who else can work in such a beautiful place?” Sean is sure that 
most of his colleagues envy him for this extraordinary food truck. 

TRACK THE BEAST HERE: TACO BEAST VIDEO:





TRACKED VEHICLES
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Motion Philosophy, PRINOTH is eager to power its vehicles with only the latest 
and up to date emissions’ levels engines. The PANTHER Series will therefore 
transfer into the new Stage V engines in the next year to year and a half. The 
first model to undergo this change is the newest member of the line-up, the 
PANTHER T7R, which launched this past April. The other models will subse-
quently follow into the change so that by the end of 2020, all PANTHER models 
as well as our SW50 sidewalk snow clearing units are equipped with Euromot 
Tier 4/Stage V engines. 

Cleaner, more efficient, and much better for the planet, this decision ensures 
that PRINOTH leads and never follows when it comes to protecting the environment 
on which our industry depends and where our valued customers work.

Since January 2019, Tier 4/Stage V is the new E.P.A.-Euromot emissions legislation level 
for diesel engines in the EU and soon to be in North America as well. As part of our Clean 

T7R - INTRODUCING 
THE FIRST STAGE V 
CRAWLER CARRIER 
ON THE MARKET



In North America and more specifically in Canada, the SW sidewalk snow-clear-
ing machine is a true legacy product. It has roots dating back over 60 years and 
has become a wintertime legend. The SW shines in every major snowstorm report 
in newspapers and on television. PRINOTH is the proud manufacturer of this little 
yellow monster! The SW has been powered by a Tier 3 engine and therefore needed 
an update. The project team, composed of employees from various departments, 
came up with cost-effective solutions to ensure that the new version of the ve-
hicle would remain attractive to the municipal market. The SW will have a new 
name, the SW50, and has undergone minor cosmetic changes to update its design 
while keeping the unmistakable look it has become known for. 

NEW SW50 
STAGE V
REVAMP OF THIS LEGACY 
PRODUCT INTO STAGE V UNIT
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TRACKED VEHICLES



Over the past year, the PRINOTH offices in Granby have been un-
dergoing major changes. Changes in office culture, enhancing 
innovation and teamwork. To reflect and accommodate the new 
approach, the offices were completely redesigned.

The desire to have big results required big changes! The entire first 
floor was stripped and rebuilt with an open floor plan so that all 
employees can benefit from the natural light coming in and have a 
general view of the entire floor and their colleagues.

A team of volunteer employees did some research and found modern 
designs that changed the way meetings can be held. An example of 
this is a meeting room with a high table and no chairs, people stand 
instead of sitting. It keeps everyone energetic and reduces meeting 
time as everyone is fully focused. All the rooms also have glass walls 
enhancing the natural light within the building. 

Employees are starting to adapt to the new approach and are loving 
the final results. They see a change at their workplace and feel more 
motivated to come and give their best each day. 

BRIGHTER OFFICES 
FOR AN OPEN 
AND MOTIVATING 
ENVIRONMENT!

PRINOTH LTD
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As an entry to PRINOTH, Diego completed a 15-month trainee program in Supply Chain 
Management. As part of this program, he visited several departments and sites, including 
PRINOTH Granby.

How did it turn out that you went to Granby and how long were you there?
After my studies in Munich, I started directly at PRINOTH in Sterzing. For my trainee program 
in Supply Chain Management, I spent about two and a half months in PRINOTH Granby. So I 
also used the opportunity to visit different corners of Canada and beautiful cities during the 
weekends.

Can you tell us a bit about your daily work?
Every morning the working day began with the production meeting - in French, as not everyone 
involved speaks English. I could understand the general topics, but my office colleague had to 
translate a few details for me. My office was directly in the production hall, so I got a lot of 
information about the production processes. In addition to various operational tasks and data 
evaluations, I mainly learned about the processes in the Operations area. 

Which projects did you supervise in Granby?
In Granby, I mainly supervised projects in the area of production control and purchasing. I 
have also been involved in process improvement in the handling of internal orders between 
Sterzing/Telfs (Europe) and PRINOTH Granby (North America). The aim of the visit was to 
identify differences in operations processes and to identify improvements.

What do you do in Granby after work?
Granby is a cosy and quiet town. After work, I was often bouldering in a climbing hall on cold 
days and running at the lake on warm days. You can also cycle very well, as there are many cycle 
paths around Granby. I also used to hang out with my roommates.

What did you especially notice or remember?
The people in Granby are generally very relaxed. What particularly struck me was the positive 
attitude and the cohesion as an entire company. I was warmly welcomed and immediately felt 
part of this big family. In addition to the openness of the people, I will certainly not forget the 
peculiarity and pride of the people of Quebec as a linguistic minority in Canada, which shows 
similarities to South Tyrol.

FROM VAL GARDENA 
TO GRANBY 
PRINOTH COLLEAGUE DIEGO 
PERATHONER GIVES HIS REPORT …
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PRINOTH 
DEALER
NETWORK
GROW WITH PRINOTH

BECOME A PRINOTH DEALER AND BENEFIT 
FROM 30 YEARS OF TECHNOLOGY KNOW-HOW

PRINOTH TRACKED VEHICLES & 
PRINOTH VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

Apply now: growwithprinoth@prinoth.com



Last summer, PRINOTH developed and produced PANTHER T8 customized units for Hydro-Québec; 
the public power provider for the province of Québec. This specific project using T8’s adapted 

and new instrumentation and technologies, such as a guidable crane in order 
to help Hydro-Québec be more efficient and effective with their maintenance 
and construction of the Quebec power grid. Many parts were added and adapted 
to all-road transportation.

Although some portions of the project were very challenging, the engineering 
team completely reorganized the machine’s exterior and adapted the existing 
technologies to upgraded ones. The team was able to follow the tight deadlines 
and were able to deliver three new vehicles in a short amount of time. This is the 
sixth specialty vehicle for Hydro-Québec and the partnership is only beginning!

TRACKED VEHICLES

HYDRO-QUÉBEC 
SPECIAL UNITS
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TRACKED VEHICLES

Cody Mornan got a very special birthday cake this year for his third birthday! His 
mother, who obviously knows everything about his love for heavy equipment and 
clearly shares his passion, baked him a beautiful cake including the new PANTHER 
T14R die-cast mixed with a CAT® excavator imitating a construction jobsite. 
Cody’s dad, Curt Mornan, is co-owner of Multi Machine Inc., the PRINOTH Tracked 
Vehicles dealer based in Asbury, New Jersey and covering the North East USA. 

A SPECIAL
PRINOTH BIRTHDAY!!

IF YOU HAVE SPECIAL MOMENTS WITH OUR 
PRODUCTS, PLEASE SHARE THEM WITH US! 
Hashtag #myprinothcrawlercarriermoment 
on our Instagram page





A TEAM 
WITH BITE
THE RAPTOR 500 
WITH M700 MULCHER

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

THESE ARE THE STRONG ARGUMENTS FOR A STRONG TEAM:
+ New Stage V engine generation for maximum performance with 
 economical fuel consumption
+ Reliability due to robust design and high-quality materials
+ A real lightweight: low ground pressure compared to competitors 
 in the 400-500 hp performance class
+ Mechanical drive concept for full power without losses

THE MULCHER:
+ working width 2,300 mm
+ Rotor with a diameter of 700 mm 
+ Handles shredding of material up to 45 cm in diameter
+ Best mulching result with proven UPT rotor technology

PLEASANT AND SAFE WORKING IS GUARANTEED: 
+ ROPS/FOPS test certified cab
+ Equipped with air conditioning and heating 
+ Comfortable cab for safe and productive working with safety 
 devices such as the rear view camera for best all-round visibility
+ LED lighting package for night work
+ Fuel tank with protective armour

The RAPTOR 500 in combination with the M700 mulch milling 
machine is designed for tough use in rough terrain and is used, 
among other things, for afforestation of storm-damaged forest 
areas. Its compact dimensions ensure excellent maneuverability 
and low ground pressure - the result is the manoeuvrability of 
the RAPTOR 300 and nearly the power of the RAPTOR 800 in a 
single machine!
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THE RAPTOR 500 IN ACTION



Prince Charles was the guest of honour at the inauguration of one of several biomass 
and solar power plants in Havana. Also present: the PRINOTH BMH 480-H600.

During an official trip to the Great Antilles with his wife, the Duchess of Cornwall, 
Prince Charles visited the construction site of such a park in the Havana area. 

For some years now, Cuba has been investing more and more in the development 
of renewable energies in order to reduce its dependence on oil. The aim is to 
obtain 24% of electricity from alternative energy sources within 2030. The solar 
park in the so-called Mariel Special Development Zone is part of this nationwide 
project and will be implemented by HE Ltd & Biopower, which is also implemen-
ting two other major projects of this type. 

PRINOTH-POWER MAKES AN IMPRESSION 
The Prince of Wales, representing the British Royal Family, visited the Mariel 
site on March 26th. In addition to the solar systems, the powerful vehicles that 
free the construction site from heavy weeds and at the same time produce and 
supply the biomass required for the power plant aroused particular interest: the 
PRINOTH BMH 480-H600. 

Prince Charles and Cuban Vice President Ramiro Valdés were very impressed 
by the powerful PRINOTH machines. Before the official ceremony and the 
dignitaries‘ speeches began, they both inspected the PRINOTH vehicles and 
had the drivers and our local partners explain the technology in detail. 

Prince Charles and Ramiro Valdés, the company‘s director and PRINOTH partner 
HE Ltd, Andrew MacDonald, were present at the opening of the construction site. 
The British Ambassador in Havana, Anthony Stokes, Rodrigo Malmierca, Minister 
for Foreign Trade and Investment in Cuba, and Miguel Diaz-Canel, President of 
the Council of State and Ministers were also present. 

PRINOTH 
RECEIVES 
ROYAL 
HONOUR
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USED VEHICLES WITH THE PRINOTH WARRANTY

Open around 24/7. Are you looking for a used PRINOTH snow 
groomer and want to find out about our current offers? You will 

find a wide selection on our online portal www.prinoth.com/used.

PRINOTH USED
ONLINE PORTAL
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PRINOTH AT THE 
EXPOFLORESTAL 
IN PORTUGAL
THE RAPTORS WERE MET 
WITH ENTHUSIASM

REN - Redes Energéticas Nacionais and BERMARTHOR, presented the RAPTOR 300 and the 
RAPTOR 300r at the Expoflorestal exhibition, which caused a sensation as pioneering 
machines for forest restoration. 

REN has acquired five RAPTOR 300, which will allow an improvement in forestry and fuel 
management activities, allowing greater efficiency in defending forests against fires.

By keeping the strips clean, we are enhancing 
opportunities to address the various civil 

protection agents, including the fire brigade, 
said João Gaspar, head of REN’s Servicing and Heritage area.

For Tomás Marques, responsible for BERMARTHOR, “this is an opportunity to demonstrate that 
with machines designed and built with the specific purpose of the cleaning of the forests, it 
is possible to have a great productivity and a good alternative to more traditional mechanical 
means. A machine like this has a productivity of over 60 men,” he said. 

The RAPTOR 300 was also acclaimed by Miguel João de Freitas, Portugal’s State Secretary for 
Forestry and Rural Development. He inspected the machine in detail and did not miss the 
opportunity to sit and test the RAPTOR 300.

In the context of REN’s policy of protecting forests against fires, several actions have 
already been implemented, such as donating vehicles to Volunteer Firefighters and to the 
fire prevention teams of several municipalities in the country.

On top of this, extensive work has been carried out with the help of more than 200 employ-
ees - REN’s service providers in the forestry area - in an investment of more than 6 million 
euros in 2018. The result has been the rehabilitation of more than 22,000 hectares, the 
equivalent of 22,000 soccer stadiums. 

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

«»
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becoming more and more frequent. Therefore the RAPTOR 300r was used this 
year as a snow blower rather than in the forest. In cooperation with one of 
the Swiss cantons, the first idea was taken up and further developed. During a 
demo the RAPTOR 300r was successfully tested with a steel drive on a rubber 
track in combination with a snow blower. The performance of the overall solu-
tion and the rubber track in the snow were phenomenal and we can certainly 
look forward to an exciting sequel next winter.

A somewhat different field of application awaited the RAPTOR 300r last winter 
in Switzerland. With increasingly strong and heavy snowfall, the search for 
an optimal solution for avalanche snow clearance on rubber or steel tracks is 

A RAPTOR 300r 
IN THE SNOW

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT



VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

In April Munich was upside down: traffic jams in the city, overcrowded subways and not 
a single free hotel room. The only event that attracts even more visitors to the Bavarian 
capital than the Oktoberfest is Bauma - the world’s leading trade fair for construction 
machinery and equipment and the largest trade fair in the world in terms of area. BAUMA 
takes place every three years and this year, the event went on from April 8th to the 14th.

Not only the city, but also the PRINOTH booth of the business units Tracked Vehicles and 
Vegetation Management experienced the crowds of visitors as one of the 3,700 exhibitors. 

From early on and all day, interested visitors flocked to the PRINOTH stand and obtained 
information about the products from the PRINOTH employees. With around 620,000 visitors, 
Messe München set a new record. 

Highlights of the fair appearance were the exclusive product presentations of the 
PANTHER T7R and the RAPTOR 500. A press event on April 9th was very well received by 
representatives of the international press. In addition to the two impressive machines, 
PRINOTH also exhibited the newly developed M450s-1900 mulcher, which can easily be 
attached to all common skidsteers with the proven “Plug & Mulch” solution. The “Plug & 
Mulch” system was received with great enthusiasm among visitors from the industry. Just 
like the UPTs (“Universal Power Tool small”) series developed in-house: an innovative 
tool system for high performance classes that has been optimised for daily use in the field. 

PRINOTH’s long preparation and great commitment before the fair proved its worth: with 
its attractive stand and innovative and appealing product portfolio, PRINOTH was able to 
convince all along the line and establish many new contacts.

BAUMA

A RUN ON 
PRINOTH
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WE‘LL SUM IT UP:
PLEASANT WORKING ATMOSPHERE – correct!

FRIENDLY COLLEAGUES - the best!
FURTHER TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES - certainly! 

A BEAUTIFUL PLACE - at Lake Constance! Come on!

Everywhere, one hears the complaint about too little qualified personnel in the mechanical 
engineering industry. Skilled workers are in short supply on the labour market and a company 
has to offer graduates something to keep up with the rivalry. In addition to an attractive sal-
ary, there are other things that count: a pleasant working atmosphere, friendly colleagues, 
opportunities for further training, a nice place to work and, of course, a great product. Like 
a RAPTOR, for example, or mulchers that can be mounted on the carrier vehicle with a single 
click, or a special tool series developed in-house. But these are only some of the reasons why 

PRINOTH Herdwangen is slowly developing into an insider tip for demanding job starters and 
the company on Lake Constance can hardly save itself from visitors!

The international company is particularly attractive to budding engineers and business econ-
omists. At the beginning of May, 12 prospective IHK business economists visited PRINOTH 
GmbH and gained an exciting insight into the practice. The participants were particularly 
interested in the production processes.

17 prospective agricultural technicians from the University of Hohenheim were also recently 
invited to Herdwangen. The areas of metal processing, assembly of carrier vehicles and at-
tachments as well as logistics were inspected. During the tour of the plant, all production 
steps, up to the delivery to the final product were explained in detail. The crowning finale of 
the factory tour was the live use of a RAPTOR - even with a test drive!

Due to the great interest shown, the Bodensee-Linzgau Tourist Association now organises 
guided tours to the PRINOTH Herdwangen site, where those interested in technology can 
take a look behind the scenes of the innovative forestry machine manufacturer. 
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CROWDS OF VISITORS 
IN HERDWANGEN 
PRINOTH VEGETATION MANAGEMENT 
HAS BECOME AN INSIDER TIP FOR 
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
AND A GREAT PRODUCT :



UPTS SERIES 
TOOL SERIES BY 
PRINOTH
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VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

UPTs08
UPTs-holder for BCS03 tools, One-edged 
chipper blade with hardened surface for 
above-ground mulching. 

UPTs05
Side scraper to protect outer tool holders and 
clear remnants between rotor and housing. Unique 
carbide pattern at the outer edges, Left version.

UPTs06
Side scraper to protect outer tool holders and 
clear remnants between rotor and housing. Unique 
carbide pattern at the outer edges, Right version.

Get the maximum benefit out of the right rotor tools and necessary consumables in 
the field. The “Universal Power Tool Small” system is a highly innovative tool system 
especially for low power classes. The UPTs tools are characterised by tungsten carbide 
tipping on a base body. 

ADVANTAGES
TOOL TECHNOLOGY FOR A POWER RANGE OF 100 – 350 HP

+ Maximize daily performance by using high quality tools
+ Optimal power distribution tool system through three-axis centered connection 
+ Single-bolt tool fastening that is secure and easily serviced from the rear of the tool holder
+ Maximum reliability; built against highest impacts and loads. 
+ Unique side scraper design with extremely wear resistant carbide layers 
 for perfect protection of tool holder and housing from abrasion.

MACHINES USING THIS TOOL TYPE
MULCHER M450 | M550 | M650

ROTOR TECHNOLOGY

+ Highest standards to perfectly keep the rotor in balance even with a mixed tool pattern
+ The innovative tool system, improves maintenance and tool exchange drastically. 
 Time savings of 60% compared to other tool systems
+ Tool holders are protected to the maximum through this proven system
+ Benefit from minimum power requirements, less fuel consumption and best 
 penetration capabilities for highest demands.
+ Highest quality MADE IN GERMANY

ADDITIONAL WEAR PROTECTION 
FOR TOUGHEST JOBS AND MOST 
ABRASIVE GROUND CONDITIONS

FINEST MULCH RESULTS 
AND CHIP MATERIAL

ANTI-WEAR CHARACTERISTICS 
IN ABRASIVE AND SANDY 
SOIL CONDITIONS

SHOCK RESISTANT AND 
RELIABLE AGAINST HIGH 
IMPACTS IN ROCKY GROUND

UPTs02
Finest and most consistent mulch results through 
double-tip knife geometry, Recommended use for 
wood and limited rock.

UPTs04
Extremely aggressive tool with best penetration, 
very low power requirement, additional carbide 
plates for abrasive ground conditions, wide 
range of applications.

UPTs07
Extremely shock resistant in rocky ground, 
all-around reliability.



Snowmaking systems from DEMACLENKO will also play an important role in Cortina. Three 
new pumping stations will be built and new snow guns installed.

The integrated mobility concept developed by the Fondazione Cortina 2021 foundation 
involves using the ropeways as a component of the overall public transportation system. 
LEITNER ropeways has started the construction of a new gondola lift with middle station 
for the customer Tofana Srl. The 10-passenger cabins will make it possible to transport as 
many as 2,000 passengers per hour.

Valerio Giacobbi, Managing Director of the Fondazione Cortina 2021 foundation: “We 
are extremely pleased to welcome LEITNER ropeways, PRINOTH and DEMACLENKO as our part-
ners. We are linked by a future-oriented and innovative approach that consistently protects the 
environment in which we live. I am sure that thanks to this cooperation, the international skiers 
will continue to find perfectly groomed slopes in the future.” 

Anton Seeber: “We’re really proud to be working with the Fondazione Cortina 2021 foundation 
on the organization of the 2021 Alpine World Ski Championships. This event offers a great op-
portunity for the world to experience not only the magic of Cortina but also the entrepreneurial 
spirit of the people who operate businesses there – for example hotel owners, retailers, techni-
cians, and tradespeople and artisans. By entering into this partnership and pulling together with 
the foundation, we now have the chance to present our country to an international audience 
in the best possible way. The Alpine World Ski Championships in Cortina will make it possible to 
achieve this goal, and we will do our part here by providing innovative technologies and unique 
modern products of the highest quality.”

After 65 years, Cortina d’Ampezzo once again hosts an important alpine skiing event: the 
2021 Alpine World Ski Championships. Cortina 2021 is a sporting event at the highest level, 
characterized by state-of-the-art infrastructure. The Leitner Group was therefore brought on 
board as a partner to contribute its expertise to one of the largest sporting events in Italy 
in the coming years.

The partnership agreement includes the supply of PRINOTH snow groomers. With the start of 
the next winter season, the PRINOTH fleet will be in operation in Cortina.

HTI-NEWS

CORTINA 2021
LEITNER ROPEWAYS, PRINOTH AND 
DEMACLENKO: TECHNICAL SUPPLIERS 
FOR THE 2021 ALPINE WORLD SKI 
CHAMPIONSHIPS
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A GROUP OF INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES. 
Ropeways, grooming equipment and snow-making machines, from 
a single source, with much in common: Technical excellence, design and 
a high degree of specialization.

WINTER 
AT ITS 
BEST

www.leitner.com  |  www.prinoth.com  |  www.demaclenko.com



PRINOTH 
ONLINE SHOP
... MORE ITEMS ONLINE 

 CLASSIC BLACK DENIM BASEBALL CAP
 + 100% cotton
 + Front logo print
 + One size
 + Adjustable clip for an individual fit

 PADDED JACKET
 + Horizontal quilting
 + 100% Polyester
 + Lining 100% DuPont
 + PRINOTH Logo-Rubber Patch

 T-SHIRT <GROOM>
 + 100% Cotton
 + Front print
 + For men
 + Color: Black

 SUNGLASSES
 + Matt black glasses with colored mirrored lens
 + PRINOTH logo on both temples
 + Protection: 100% UV400
 + Material: TR90

 PANTHER T14R MODEL 
 + Exact replica / Scale 1:43
 + Functioning dump box with 
  360-degree rotation
 + A must for every collector

 PRINOTH HISTORY BOOK
 + 1962 - 2018 | PRINOTH then and now
 + With impressive pictures
 + In English
 + Size 30 cm x 29 cm

 JACKET BLACK/RED
 + For men 
 + PRINOTH logo on the chest
 + Two front pockets

 PRINOTH BLACK HOODY
 + For men 
 + PRINOTH logo on the chest
 + Two front pockets
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PRE-ORDER THE BRUDER LEITWOLF:

+ Available on the online shop starting winter 2019


